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COUNTING
our coppers

by George Gibbs

New Zealand has a compact fauna of brilliant little copper
butterflies that occur plentifully from sea coast to the
subalpine. These copper butterflies flutter close to the
ground in the vicinity of their larval foodplants (pohuehue,
Muehlenbeckia spp) exhibiting a high degree of site
fidelity.
Lycaenids, the blues and coppers, are diverse across both
hemispheres but the genus of coppers, Lycaena, is restricted
largely to the Northern Hemisphere. It is therefore
biogeographically intriguing to find that the NZ coppers
appear to have a closer affinity with Holarctic coppers than
with those of all our neighbouring southern continents.
Discovered in the first collections of insects brought back
from NZ, they date back to the time of James Cook’s
voyages. Unfortunately, specimens have disappeared,
names become confused, and the nomenclature we use
today is not fit for purpose. We now have a total of ten
scientific names allocated to our fauna, four in common
use, with recommendations for a further fifteen species
which need to be validated. (Patrick & Patrick, 2012).
I think it is time we faced up to these issues and
established an acceptable nomenclature.
This story begins 228 years ago, when Johann Christian
Fabricius, a Danish pupil of Linnaeus (the father of the
scientific naming system in use today), travelled to London
and described, among many other insects, the first copper
butterfly from NZ.

On one of his visits to the British Museum of Natural
History, he was able to examine the first insects to reach
Europe from NZ (Andrews: The Southern Ark, Zoological
discovery in New Zealand. 1986). They were part of a
collection made by Banks and Solander from Cook’s
Endeavour voyage in 1769, an assemblage that included
both red and yellow admirals from NZ. Fabricius described
the two NZ admiral butterflies in 1775.
Our historical information implies that at about the same
time, another butterfly from NZ was suffering a far more
tortuous journey, having been passed into the hands
of silversmith and specimen trader, Dru Drury, before
Fabricius finally had the opportunity to see it. Ultimately,
in 1793 he wrote a 13-word Latin description for this
specimen (species number 175) with the name salustius;
qualifying it with ‘habitat in India Dom. Drury’ (Fig. 1).
An addendum compares salustius with the European small
copper, L. phlaeas, (type species of the genus Lycaena).
In both descriptions he describes the underside of the
hindwing as ‘cine-reis’ or ‘cinereae’ (ash-grey) rather than
yellow (fulvae), the colour of our ‘common copper’ – a
point revisited below.
The Fabrician name has stuck but no specimen of it exists.
Fig. 1 was painted in 1775 by William Jones (labelled
Papilio salustius and bearing the Fabricius specimen
number 175 on Plate 59 of the Jones Icones).
William Jones was a wealthy London wine merchant who
spent his retirement painting unique butterfly specimens
from around the world. Today, the British Museum insect
collection also holds two unlabelled copper butterfly
specimens (a male and a female), said to have been
collected on one of Cook’s voyages to NZ. From superficial
appearance, these can only be of NZ origin but without
labels, cannot contribute anything constructive to the
quest for a missing specimen.
When questioned about the designation ‘habitat in India’,
Dick Vane-Wright of the British Museum (Natural History)
staff opined that: “the designation ‘India’ in so many old
descriptions is virtually a guess for extra-European.” Note
that the painting reproduced here was made 18 years prior
to Fabricius’ publication of the name salustius.

The 1793 J.C. Fabricius description of salustius (above) with
the painting by Jones dated about 1780 or 1782 (below).

Rather than solving the salustius conundrum, this painting
has now become more of a centre of dispute over which
NZ copper butterfly species it represents – is it the one
called salustius or the one called rauparaha? Historically, it
has always been treated as the iconotype of salustius, our
‘common copper’. But Andrews’ review (1986) of the early
natural history voyages raises the possibility that it might
actually represent another species known as Lycaena
rauparaha.
The Fabrician term ‘cinereae’ to refer to the hindwing
underside colour could be of significance here because it is
more appropriate for rauparaha than for salustius. Patrick
and Patrick in their recent book on NZ’s butterfly fauna,
suggest that since the type had been lost, the species
might have been described from the Jones’ painting alone.
Now, after more than 200 years of NZ science, and the
accumulation of hundreds of specimens of coppers, we
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still have no agreement over the question of what our
‘common copper’ butterfly should be called, or indeed
how many species are included within the endemic
complex of ‘copper butterflies’.

This basic evolutionary research should have the potential
to shed light on their bio-geographic isolation while at
the same time providing insight into the origin of their
distribution patterns across the NZ landscape.

In Patrick & Patrick’s view, a grand total of 25 taxa
might be needed to cover the full range of NZ Lycaena
variability. The
following thoughts
are presented in
the hope that this
taxonomic challenge
might be taken up
anew and resolved.

The boulder copper, Lycaena boldenarum, is embedded in
this cluster, and as such should be included in any future
analysis. It is highly
variable and bears a
number of naming
issues.
On the other hand,
its history is not
contested and it
stands apart from
the debate over the
naming of the ‘true
coppers’, which
originated with
Fabricius.

Surely these friendly
little iridescent
butterflies deserve
better?
The absence of
an original type
specimen opens
the whole topic to
speculation while
at the same time
providing a pathway
to its solution.
Where can I start?
The crux of this issue
is the degree of wing
pattern and colour
variability among the
taxa we refer to as
‘copper butterflies’.
Unfortunately, the
13-word Fabrician
description could
apply to any of the
named taxa under
consideration (apart
from L. boldenarum)
and the painting is
suggestive, rather
than definitive.

Two unlabelled copper butterflies in the British Museum (Natural History)
Collection, attributed to the Banks collection; but as Dick Vane-Wright
(covering letter 20 Oct 1970) pointed out, “Fabricius never mentioned
salustius in connection with the Banks Collection. The museum’s ‘History
of Collections’ (1906) refers to the Banks collection being housed in old,
bad drawers; as a result the contents were transferred. Not all the species
mentioned by Fabricius were in it when it was received”.
Today, specimen A. would be identified as a male L. rauparaha as reinstated
by Gibbs 1980 and specimen B. as female L. salustius. In the context of Cook’s
voyages, both are compatible with having been taken at a location on the
North Island coastline or in the vicinity of Queen Charlotte Sound (SD).

We have a ‘species
problem’ with no
designated type
specimen, an
ambiguous Latin
description, and
a generalised,
ambiguous painting.
What we need
is for a properly
researched revision
to resolve our copper butterfly names and classification.
Today this implies a molecular approach to the question
of their evolutionary tree, together with a detailed backup to provide characters for species recognition – a
straightforward PhD proposal, with an appealing field-work
component.
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By way of
background, it should
be pointed out that
previously published
phylogenetic
analyses (i.e.
evolutionary trees)
have noted that
the South African
and NZ coppers have
been analysed, using
bar-coding genes,
to suggest that
the South African
‘coppers’ might
represent an
outgroup of Lycaena,
whereas the NZ
cluster appear to
be embedded deep
within the Northern
Hemisphere
Lycaena group; thus
confirming that
their isolation here
is indeed of special
biogeographic
significance.
Note:

The MBNZT is
currently considering
this project and a
funding application
or applications would
be necessary to
cover the cost of the required research and find an answer
to this quandary.
Please contact us if you are interested in helping to fund
this project.
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